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LAB 1: Add Host Assets and Launch a Scan (Time: 10
mins)
NOTE
This lab tutorial includes steps for getting started with a scan job. These steps are covered
in the Vulnerability Management and Scanning Strategies and Best Practices courses.
You can directly skip to Lab 2 if you are already familiar with these steps.

Add Host Assets
For scanning to begin, you must first add assets to your subscription. When adding host
assets to your account, three basic methods are available for tracking discovered
vulnerabilities:
•

Host IP Address

•

Host DNS Name

•

Host NetBIOS Name

A fourth host tracking method, the Qualys Host ID, is used by default, for all “Cloud Agent”
host assets. The Qualys Host ID is unique for each host asset, and is also available for
“scannable” host assets, when the “Agentless Tracking” feature is enabled.
The steps in this tutorial will have you add host IPs to your subscription. These IP address
“targets” will be used throughout the entire lab.
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Create Asset Groups
Asset Groups and Asset Tags make excellent targets for your scans and reports. In this
tutorial you will create one Asset Group for your Windows host assets and one for your
Linux host assets.

The Qualys Platform automatically creates matching Asset Tags for each Asset Group
added to your account. You’ll find your matching Asset Tags in the AssetView application
(embedded within the “Asset Groups” hierarchy).

Trusted Scanning
Qualys recommends performing vulnerability scans in “authenticated” mode or what we
call “trusted” scanning. Performing a “trusted” scan requires one or more authentication
records.
In this exercise, you’ll create a Windows authentication record, a UNIX authentication
record, and an Option Profile that uses them.
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Import Option Profile
Authentication isn’t enabled by default and must be selected within an Option Profile.
This exercise will import a pre-defined Option Profile that has Authentication enabled.
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Launch Authenticated Scan
The exercise steps in this lab will use the Asset Groups and Option Profile you imported
in the previous step. The steps are designed to collect assessment data, using the Qualys
External Scanner Pool.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Add Host Assets and Launch a Scan Job

https://ior.ad/7Aty
Qualys Cloud Agent
For information on Cloud Agent installation and deployment, see the Qualys Cloud
Agent Self-Paced training class (qualys.com/learning).
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LAB 2: Analyze Impact of Configuration Changes
(Time: 10 mins)
Technology and operational prerequisites change with time. As a result, IT infrastructure
is constantly changing. These changes impact vulnerability tracking and reporting in
different ways. Change to authentication settings, target ports and vulnerability detection
criteria can all lead to data consistency issues. Vulnerabilities that are no longer targeted
due to change in configuration settings will continue to remain open forever thus
impacting remediation SLAs and also the overall reporting strategy.
In this activity, you will understand some of these scenarios in more detail.

Change in Authentication Mode
Majority of known vulnerabilities need authentication for detection. If a scan is unable to
authenticate, these QID cannot be tested and will continue to retain its previous status.
Reports that use host-based findings are influenced by changes in authentication mode
(trusted vs. untrusted).
Example:

Host A

Trusted Scan
Findings

Host-based
Report

Untrusted Scan
Findings

Host-based Report

QID 100
QID 200
QID 300

QID 100 [NEW]
QID 200 [NEW]
QID 300 [NEW]

QID 100
QID 200

QID 100 [ACTIVE]
QID 200 [ACTIVE]
QID 300 [NEW]

= authentication required

= remote discovery (auth not required)

QID’s that have the blue key icon on them are ones that need authentication for
detection. If a scan is unable to authenticate, these QIDs cannot be tested and will
continue to retain their previous status.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorials for this topic:
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Lab: Analyse Impact of Change in Authentication Settings

https://ior.ad/7Avn
Change in Target Service Ports
Reports that use host-based findings are influenced by changes in the number and type
of service ports targeted. If a port is not targeted on a scan, or cannot be tested for
reasons like firewall filters, the QID associated with this port number will continue to
retain its previous status.
Example:

Host A

Standard Scan
(1900 ports)

Host-based
Report

Light Scan
(160 ports)

Host-based
Report

QID 700 tcp/80
QID 800. tcp/443
QID 900 tcp/8443

QID 700 [NEW]
QID 800 [NEW]
QID 900 [NEW]

QID 700 tcp/80
QID 800 tcp/443

QID 700 [ACTIVE]
QID 800 [ACTIVE]
QID 900 [NEW]

The example shown here outlines the importance of targeting the required ports in a
scan. The status of QID 900 will remain unchanged until another “Standard” scan is
performed (or one that targets TCP port 8443).

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Analyse Impact of Target Port Changes

https://ior.ad/7AyC
Change in Host “LIVE/DEAD” Status
Reports that use host-based findings are influenced by changes in host Live or Dead
status. For a host to be tested for vulnerabilities, it should be found alive. The host alive
11

checks used by Qualys can be configured under Scans > Option Profiles > Additional
section.
Example:

Host A

Live Host Scan
Findings

Host-based Report

Dead Host
Scan Findings

Host-based
Report

QID 400
QID 500
QID 600

QID 400 [NEW]
QID 500 [NEW]
QID 600 [NEW]

Host Not Alive

QID 400 [NEW]
QID 500 [NEW]
QID 600 [NEW]

If a previously scanned host is found to be dead on the latest scan, the QID’s detected
earlier will continue to retain their status. The status of all QID’s will remain unchanged,
until another scan targeting these QID’s finds the host as alive.
Note: There is no lab tutorial for this topic.
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LAB 3: Purging and Removing Hosts (Time: 10 mins)
Purging a host is recommended when the host is being decommissioned or used in a
completely new role – new operating system, new applications, new purpose. Purging
becomes very important in highly dynamic and ephemeral environments where assets
are replaced or deleted very frequently. Cloud provider environments are a good
example. Removing a host is recommended when the IP is no longer needed to be
scanned.

Identify Assets for Purging
It’s also essential to identify stale and inactive records for purging. There could be several
criterial used to identify stale records. Common ones include assets that haven’t been
scanned in X days, EC2 instances in a stopped/terminated state, inactive assets or assets
that have been decommissioned, assets with authentication failures leading to missing
and inconsistent vulnerability findings, etc.
You can search for assets meeting purging criteria using Asset Search in VM/VMDR.
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You can also use QQL search queries to search for stale records. You can build widgets
using QQL search queries to automatically identify assets for purging.
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In the example above, the query will return any IP tracked assets if the following criteria
is met:
• Last VM scan is greater than 7 days
• Any of the following Information Gathered are present
-IG 105015 Windows Authentication Failed
-IG 105053 Unix Authentication Failed
You can also use asset tag rules based on asset search queries, vulnerability QIDs or
groovy scriplets to automatically identify and tag assets for purging.
Once stale records are identified and validated, you can purge via the UI or API.

Purge an IP
Purging an IP will remove the scan data without removing the IP from your account.
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Purging can take a while. View the host information again to confirm host vulnerability
information is removed. After the purging operation completes, all host information such
as hostname, operating system, last scan date, tags, comments, vulnerabilities, and
tickets will be removed.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Purging Hosts

https://ior.ad/7AIv

Removing an IP
When an IP is removed, associated host-based scan data is permanently removed, and
the IP is no longer available for scanning and reporting.
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Note that once you purge or remove an asset, all host scan data (findings) for the asset is
removed from your Qualys account, and this action is irreversible. So, consider exporting
host scan data for the concerned asset before purging or removing the asset. We
recommend using Qualys APIs for exporting this data as APIs are better suited for bulk
data export operations.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Removing Hosts

https://ior.ad/7AIw
Rule-based Purge
You can define purge rules to automatically purge assets and cloud agents based on the
terminated/deallocated state of the cloud instance or time since last activity or
vulnerability scan. Your purge rules will run daily. When you purge an asset this way, you
remove the asset and the data associated with it.
This feature must be enabled for your subscription. Please reach out to Qualys Support
or your Technical Account Manager to have this capability enabled.
18

When enabled for your subscription, you can purge these types of assets:
- EC2 assets discovered by AWS connectors
- Assets discovered by Azure connectors and cloud agents
- Google Cloud Platform (GCP) assets discovered by cloud agents
- Cloud agent assets

Note: There is no lab tutorial for rule-based purging.
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LAB 4: VM/VMDR Dashboard (Time: 20 mins)
VMDR Dashboard gives you a complete and continuously updated view of all your VM
assets – on-prem, endpoints and in the cloud, in one place within the VM module.
Vulnerability and security results are correlated from VM scans and cloud agents

Search Filters
VMDR search capabilities give you the ability to quickly find all about your assets and
vulnerabilities in one place.
You can use the available metadata filters to refine your search results.

As you select the filters on the left-hand side, a query will be automatically formed in the
search bar.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Faceted Search

https://ior.ad/7AIA

Search Queries
The VM/VMDR dashboard allows you form queries based on assets or vulnerabilities.
Note: Before performing the queries, it is a good idea to look at the query formatting
best practices - Dashboard Toolbox - Improving Dashboard Performance through Query
Formatting and Filters
Choose Vulnerability to display vulnerability data (like we did here), or Asset for asset
data. You can easily browse the data list and explore details.
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You can use multiple query tokens to define criteria for searching assets and asset
properties, vulnerabilities, Real Time Threat Indicators (RTIs), Threat Feeds, AWS, Azure
and Google cloud assets on the asset list and others.
Use Qualys Online Help to find more information on available tokens.

Note that some tokens will be limited based on your organization's subscription. Please
consult your Qualys Technical Account Manager to know more about your subscription
type.

Search Actions
You could always save a search query and make it readily available for use. You can view
the frequently-used QQL queries, save, and manage them with ease. You can also create
widgets from the frequently-used queries for easy reference in future.
Recent Searches: We save your last five search query history. You can quickly pick the
search query from the list and use it without the need to build it from scratch.
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You can also export the search results to your local system and share them with other
users. You can export results in CSV format. It just takes a minute to export search results.

Note that the download is limited to 10,000 vulnerability records.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Search Queries

https://ior.ad/7AIy
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Dashboards and Widgets
Qualys provides ready to use templates for dashboards that you can quickly add to your
list of dashboards and start monitoring your assets and vulnerabilities.
Qualys publishes new templates regularly and these are automatically added to the
template library in your Qualys account.

When you select the “Use a template” option to create a dashboard, you’ll see a list of
pre-configured dashboards to select from.
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Amongst the templates, choose the one that suits your need of data population for your
assets and create a dashboard. Your dashboard will be ready to use.
You can add more widgets to your dashboard, edit existing widgets, change the layout
of widgets and perform many more things in your dashboard.
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Add a Preconfigured Widget and Customize it
You can add pre-configured readymade widgets into your dashboards.

You can add the widget template to the dashboard or further customize the template to
suit your need.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create Dashboards and Widgets Using Templates

https://ior.ad/7AIB
Create widgets from scratch
You could also create your own widget from scratch. Just about any query that you build
can be used to create a dashboard widget that displays useful graphics and/or statistics.
You can add as many widgets as you like to customize your vulnerability posture view.
The widget builder displays all the applications/modules in your subscription. Select the
module for which you want to pick the data to be populated in the widget.
We provide four types of widgets:
- Count
- Table
- Column
- Pie

You can fetch data and display the count of mathematical operation in a count widget.
You could also compare numbers with multiple queries. For example, if you want to view
the count of malicious files or count of missing patches or assets, where patch installation
is pending.
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Use table type of widget when you have multiple data points to be grouped by certain
parameters. For example, if you want to view the top 10 operating systems that are
infected or the missing patches information for each vendor type you could use table
widget.
Use column or bar graph type of widget when you want to multiple search criteria to be
monitored. For example, if you want to view vulnerabilities that belong to certain criteria
on assets that meet different criteria.
Use pie chart type of widget when you want to illustrate multiple data points through a
numerical proportion in a circular statistical graphic. For example, if you want to show the
breakdown of vulnerabilities by status (New, Active, Fixed & Reopened) through a
numerical proportion.

Depending on the widget type you choose, populate the information required for the
widget.
Type in your search query for the data to be populated in the widget.
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Select check box to enable comparison data between two data points. For the second
data point to be populated, provide the search query for comparison, a label for the
count, and choose if the second data point is superset, subset or a distinct set of the first
query you provided.
If you do not provide another reference query to compare against, the service
automatically compares your matching asset count against the total count of all assets.
Click Test and Preview to test how the search query works and get a preview of your
widget.

You can also configure dashboard count widgets to display trend data. Enable the Collect
trend data option in the dynamic widget wizard. Once enabled, the widget trend data is
collected daily and stored for up to 90 days. This is used to plot a line graph in the count
widget.
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You can also configure the widget preferences such as background color, navigation for
data points.

Set Base Color: Define the background color to be used for the widget for quick
identification.
When clicked navigate to: Configure the navigation path or the data list screen to be
displayed when
Widget Rules: You could define criteria in form of rules for the widget. For example, if you
want the widget to alert you by change in color when it meets a certain threshold, you
could add a rule for the same. You can also define multiple criteria for the widget.
If there are multiple rules defined for the widget and if the widget matches multiple rules,
the last rule that meets the criteria is implemented.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create Custom Widgets

https://ior.ad/7Bz0
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Import a Dashboard
You can export and import dashboard and widget configurations to a file in a JSON
format allowing you to share them between accounts or within the Qualys community.
You’ll find a lot of useful, ready-to-use dashboards available on the Qualys community.

Click Browse and browse to the dashboard file (JSON format) to be imported and click
Import.
The dashboard file downloaded from the Qualys Community or the exported file (JSON
format) cannot be edited as it is encrypted for security purposes. You can directly import
the file (but cannot edit) to view the dashboard.
Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:

Lab: Import a Dashboard

https://ior.ad/7AIx
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LAB 5: Threat Protection (Time: 5 mins)
A vulnerability becomes a greater risk when it has an associated threat. Threat Protection
helps you visualize and assess your actual security threats in one place.
Threat Protection has an up-to-date feed of the latest threats and how they could
potentially affect your environment. It gives you the ability to prioritize the real threats
to your organization. Threat Protection provides context to your data by correlating your
vulnerability data (obtained via scans/cloud agent) to actual threats.
Threat Protection is a part of VMDR and provides Real-Time Threat Indicators to the
Prioritization Report, that will help you identify the potential impact of discovered
vulnerabilities, as well as vulnerabilities that have known or existing threats.

Understand use of RTIs in VMDR Prioritization Report (The tutorial link
given below is from the VMDR training course)
VMDR Prioritization

http://ior.ad/7dEE
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LAB 6: Authentication Report (Time: 5 mins)
You can create an Authentication Report to identify authentication PASS/FAIL results
and troubleshoot authentication issues.
IMPORTANT: You must have at least one “Finished” authenticated scan to create an
Authentication Report.
Best Practice - Schedule this report to run frequently to help you manage and address
authentication issues.

For each IP, business unit, asset group or asset tag included in the report, you'll see the
total number of hosts at each authentication status level. For example, if your report
shows "4 of 6 66% Successful" for a particular asset group, then 6 hosts in the asset group
were successfully scanned. Out of the 6 hosts scanned, the scanning engine was able to
authenticate to 4 hosts. This means that the scanning engine authenticated to 66% of the
scanned hosts for the group.
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Authentication Status:
Passed – Authentication was successful.
Failed – Authentication failed. Review the “Cause” column.
Passed* - Authentication was successful but with insufficient privileges (applies to
the Qualys Policy Compliance application only)
Not Attempted – The scanner appliance was unable to locate an authentication
record for the asset or authentication was not turned on in the Option Profile.
You'll see Last Auth and Last Success dates in your report when "Additional Host Info" was
selected at run time.
Last Auth - The last time each host was scanned using authentication - this is when the
status was last updated to Passed or Failed.
Last Success - The last time authentication was successful for each host. N/A indicates
that the host has been scanned with authentication enabled but it has not been
successful.

Troubleshoot a Failed Authentication Attempt
Check out the Cause column to get the login ID used during the authentication attempt.
Review your authentication record for the host/type and the account privileges to
troubleshoot the issue.
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Authentication Dashboards
You can also use dashboards to track authentication status. Dashboards enable you to be
more pro-active in your authentication management of Qualys Scans. Pre-built VM/VMDR
dashboard JSON files for Windows Authentication Management are available on the
following link:
https://qualys-secure.force.com/discussions/s/article/000006159

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Authentication Report

https://ior.ad/7B2Z
The hosts used in the Qualys Training Lab are impacted by multiple factors, and results
may vary from day-to-day. You will find that one Windows host with IP address
64.41.200.47 (hostname: TRN-WIN7) reports a failed authentication status in the
Authentication Report. And so vulnerability results displayed in various lab simulations in
this training only include status of remotely discoverable vulnerability QIDs for this host.
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LAB 7: Host Based and Scan Based Findings (Time:
15 mins)
The Scan Report Template is the most popular way to filter and prioritize vulnerability
findings. In the forthcoming labs, you will investigate the different functionality of the
Scan Report Template, starting first with the “Findings” options.
IMPORTANT: A host scan or assessment must be performed prior to building a
vulnerability report. The scan or assessment data can be collected using either a Qualys
Scanner Appliance or Qualys Cloud Agent.

Host Based Findings Report Template
Host Based Findings gives you the most comprehensive and up to date picture of your
vulnerability status. It encompasses the latest vulnerability data from all of your scans.
This lab will begin with an example of a “Host Based Findings” report. Customized report
template examples are provided for both Host Based and Scan Based reports.
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Templates that are “globally available” can be used by other Qualys users to create their
own reports (using this custom template).

The “Findings” section of a Scan Report Template provides separate options for Host
Based Findings and Scan Based Findings.
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Although “trending” is a common option for reports that use Host Based Findings, it will
not be useful until you have performed vulnerability scans and assessments for several
days (to establish some type of vulnerability history).
IMPORTANT: The target you select here, will become the “default” for all reports created
with this template. Avoid using the built-in Asset Group called “All” as a report template
target (especially for accounts that have a significant number of host assets). To avoid
creating reports that require significant processing time, Qualys recommends using more
specific or focused targets.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Host Based template

https://ior.ad/7Bb1

Create Host Based Findings Report
Use your customized host-based findings report template to generate (run) a report.
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While the GUI allows you to change the Report Source, reports that are generated through
Qualys’ Application Program Interface (API), often do not have the option to select a
different target. For this reason, Qualys recommends avoiding the use of the Asset Group
called “All” when creating a report template.
When your report is displayed, you can scroll down to the “Detailed Results” section and
expand any vulnerability.
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If your assets have been scanned only once, the vulnerabilities will have a “New” status. If
they have been scanned more than once, they will have an “Active” status.
Also, notice the “First Detected,” “Last Detected,” “Times Detected,” and “Last Fixed”
dates that track the evolution of any finding.
This information can help you determine the time it has taken to fix a vulnerability; from
the time it was first detected.
Also, if there is a wide gap between “Last Detected” date and the report date, this may be
an indicator that you need to perform another scan.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Host Based Report

https://ior.ad/7Bb2

Scan Based Findings Report Template
In this section, you will build a template that uses Scan Based Findings, to create a
report that targets one host in one scan. This technique will save you report processing
time by focusing on the host of interest while eliminating those that are irrelevant.
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Notice that you no longer have the ability to choose Asset Groups, Tags, or individual IP
addresses after selecting this option. Scan Based findings allow you select from saved scan
results. When running a report with this template, you will be prompted to select the scan
results. Because Scan Based Findings do not reflect any “historical” or “future”
vulnerability findings, they are said to represent a “snapshot” in time; each scan
represents one snapshot.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Scan Based Template

https://ior.ad/7Bbk

Create Scan Based Findings Report
Scan Based Findings have the benefit of building reports that isolate or target a single scan
but can also be used to isolate or target a single host.
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The “IP Restriction” field allows you to select a specific IP address from the scan targets
for reporting.
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The report gives you the scan results for just the one host you entered. The details you see
will depend on the options configured in the Template – this case, Text Summary,
Vulnerability Details and Results.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Scan Based Report

https://ior.ad/7Bbs
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LAB 8: Report - Display Options (Time: 5 mins)
This lab will now move from the “Findings” options within a Scan Report Template, to the
“Display” options. You can use the various display options to add graphics and summary
information to your reports, as well as selecting the details that will be provided for each
vulnerability.
You will typically want to adjust the display options for different user groups within your
organization.

Report Summary
The text summary includes the total number of vulnerabilities detected, the overall
security risk, and the business risk (for reports sorted by asset group).
Graphics that show data over time (like ‘Business Risk by Asset Group over Time) can be
enabled only if “Include Trending” is enabled under the “Findings tab”.
Under Custom Footer you can add required information like a disclosure statement or
data classification (e.g. Public, Confidential).
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Detailed Results
Vulnerabilities or QIDs include a LOT of information. Checking all boxes under detailed
results will increase the amount of detail, as well as the report size and the amount of
time required to generate the report. When selecting included details ask: “What does
the target audience need to see?” What information is required to meet the objective at
hand?
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Sorting Data
You can sort report data in multiple ways as indicated below. Sorting by vulnerability is
useful when multiple hosts have the same vulnerability findings. Doing so will help reduce
the report size as each vulnerability finding will be listed only once and the impacted hosts
will be listed underneath the vulnerability.

Display Host Details
Checking the “Host Details” check box will include the Qualys Host ID (UUID) in your
reports , which is the unique identifier associated with its Cloud Agent host. (to use “Host
Details” you must change the “Sort by” field back to the “Host” option).

The Qualys Host ID for the agent host is visible in the report snippet as illustrated below:
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Select the "Qualys System IDs" check box (under Display Host Details) to include host
identifiers such as host ID, asset ID in the host-based scan report template.

Cloud Related Information
Select the "Cloud Related Information" check box (under Display Host Details) to include
metadata information at the host level for each of your cloud instance in Azure and AWS.
You must also select Host Based Findings and Sort by Host in the template.
The EC2 Scanning feature must be enabled for your subscription to use this setting in the
report template. Please contact your Technical Account Manager or Support if you would
like to have this feature turned on.

The report snippet listed below shows EC2 information as illustrated below:
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Report Template Display Options

https://ior.ad/7BcB
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LAB 9: Report - Filter Options (Time: 5 mins)
This lab will now explore more functionality of the “Filter” options within a Scan Report
Template. You can use the various filter options to narrow down the assets and
vulnerabilities on which to create reports.

Selective Vulnerability Reporting
You can create a report template to analyze (filter) specific vulnerabilities.
A Search List is one of the most powerful and versatile filtering tools within the
Vulnerability Management application. Adding a Search List to a Report Template will
allow your reports to focus on specific types and groups of vulnerabilities.
You will find a Search List tab within the “Scans,” “Reports,” and “KnowledgeBase”
sections of the Vulnerability Management application.

Add search lists to your vulnerability scan report template to filter the report to specific
QIDs (static search list) or to QIDs that match criteria that you specify (dynamic search
list).
In your scan report template, go to the Filter section and select Custom under Selective
Vulnerability Reporting. Then add custom search lists from your account or import search
lists from our Library.
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In the above illustration we have added the “Microsoft Vulnerabilities v.1” search list
which is imported from the search list library. By adding this search list to the template,
your reports will focus only on the confirmed Microsoft Vulnerabilities (instead of all of the
vulnerabilities) found on each host.
You can create your own custom Search Lists that allow your reports to focus (filter) on
different types of vulnerabilities, severity levels, or any other criteria found within the
Search List editor, including vulnerabilities impacted by known threats.

Vulnerability Filters
Vulnerability Filters allows you to define the status of the vulnerabilities you wish to see
in the report. You can choose the status (New, Fixed, Re-Opened, Active) to filter the
vulnerabilities. These filters are only applicable when Host Based Findings is selected in
the template (on the Findings tab).
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The first time a vulnerability is detected on an asset it’s status will be new. For any
vulnerabilities that have been detected more than once it’s status will be active. When a
vulnerability is no longer detected then it’s status will be fixed. For any vulnerabilities that
have been fixed and are rediscovered then the status is re-opened.
Please note that if you want to report on fixed vulnerabilities you need to have the
trending option in the findings enabled.
Along with its status, a vulnerability also has a state, with the default state being active.
Meaning that it actively scanned for and reported on. A vulnerability can also be disabled
via the knowledge base. Meaning it is globally filtered out from all hosts in the scan report
For specific reasons sometimes, a vulnerability may be disabled or ignored for a period of
time. If you wish to report on these then you will need to select relevant state option.
An ignored vulnerability is a specific vulnerability that is ignored on a specific asset.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Report Template Filters

https://ior.ad/7Bbx
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LAB 10: Patch Report (Time: 5 mins)
In this section you will use the Patch Report template to create a Patch Report. Patch
reports provide current patch information for fixing vulnerabilities and prioritizing
remediation tasks. A patch report identifies the most recent fixes for detected
vulnerabilities in your account, so you can apply the fewest patches necessary to fix your
vulnerabilities. Note that a patch report includes only vulnerabilities that have available
patches and excludes vulnerabilities that cannot be patched.

Launch patch reports to find out about the patches you need to apply to fix your current
vulnerabilities. You'll be able to use the links in this report to quickly download and install
missing patches.

Online Report Format
This report format provides a feature-rich user interface including numerous ways to
navigate through your report content. HTML content is displayed in your browser using
Ext, a client-side Java framework. A patch report in Online Report format cannot be
downloaded to your local filesystem.
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The patch report identifies the patches available for current vulnerabilities on selected
hosts based on a patch template selected by the user at run time. These are the
vulnerabilities detected by the most recent scan of each selected host.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Patch Report

https://ior.ad/7BcN
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LAB 11: Report Scheduling and Distribution (Time:
10 mins)
You can schedule your reports to run automatically - daily, weekly, monthly. This way
you'll get the most up to date vulnerability data with the most accurate trends. Also, you
can schedule reports to run at important milestones, like the last day of the quarter,
without logging in to do it.
This lab will walk you through the process of creating a user and distributing reports in
different ways.

Create a User
Each user is assigned a pre-defined user role (Manager, Unit Manager, Scanner, etc) which
determines the actions the user can take. You start by creating a user and assigning the
user a role which comes with a basic set of permissions, for example the role Reader
allows the user to create reports.
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When you create a new user, the user appears on the user accounts list with a status of
"Pending Activation". The user will automatically receive a registration email with a
secure one-time-only link to the credentials for their new account and login instructions.
The registration email is sent to the email address defined in the user's account. The user's
status changes to "Active" after logging in for the first time.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create a User

https://ior.ad/7Bdd
Create a Distribution Group
You can have certain email notifications sent to a group of people by setting up
distribution groups. You can choose distribution groups for several email notifications,
including scan notifications, report notifications and the vulnerability notification.

You can include email addresses for users in the subscription (simply select users from
the list) and include email addresses for users outside of the subscription by typing them
into the field provided.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create a Distribution Group

https://ior.ad/7Bd1

Define Report Distribution Method
You need to configure global settings for the subscription to determine if scheduled
reports will be distributed with report notifications, and whether they will be sent as
attachments or report links. This configuration is done under Reports-> Setup.
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There are four options to distribute scheduled reports:
• Attachment or Link - As noted, if the report is under 5 MB, it will be sent as an
attachment. If it’s over 5 MB, a link will be sent. The person receiving the report
does not have to have a Qualys user account, they will still receive the report.
Note, when sent as an attachment, a copy of that report (possibly containing host
vulnerability information) is on your email server.
• Attachment Only - If the report is under 5 MB, it will be sent to the user.
Otherwise, the user will have to log in to Qualys. Be sure the users you are
distributing the report to *can* log in to the Qualys UI, otherwise you will create
a manual process for yourself to get them the report.
• Link Only - This is a good way to distribute a report to non-Qualys users. You can
send an email to them with a link for them to download the report. It is
recommended that you password protect the report you send them.
• Don’t Send the Report - Only use this if sending the report to people who have a
Qualys account. They need to log in to get the report. This makes users
authenticate.
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Note that when a report is sent as a link recipients must download the report from the link
as soon as possible as the report is deleted from the report share after 7 days or earlier (if
the user share limit reaches the maximum allocated size).

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Report Distribution Setup

https://ior.ad/7Bfa
Assign a User to the Template
A good way to build a scalable reporting solution is to assign the right users to the right
templates. This ensures a couple things. As a manager user, you can standardize your
reporting, meaning you know what data people are using. You’ll be able to control who is
seeing what.
Assigning users to templates is easy. You’ll go to the template, and you will simply find
the user who should be able to see the vulnerability data for the assets in this template.
This is important, because now, when you schedule a report to run with this template,
this user will automatically see it in their account under the reports tab. They will not have
to generate the report themselves.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Add User to a Template

https://ior.ad/7Bfj
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Schedule a Report
You can schedule reports to run automatically at a scheduled time, on a recurring basis.
There are several report types that can be scheduled. You can schedule template-based
scan reports (set to Auto source selection), scorecard reports, patch reports, templatebased compliance reports and remediation reports.
In the example below, a new template-based scan report will be scheduled.

You need to enter report settings such as a template, format, target, etc.
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Under Scheduling, you'll tell us when and how often your report should run. In this
illustration, the report is scheduled to run every day at 11am UTC/GMT.
You can also set options to notify select distribution groups when a report is complete
and ready for viewing.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Schedule a Report

https://ior.ad/7BfQ
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LAB 12: Ignore Vulnerabilities (Time: 15 mins)
Remediation policies are commonly used to assign detected vulnerabilities to
remediation owners for mitigation. However, these policies can also be used to
automatically ignore vulnerabilities and hence accept risk for vulnerabilities you do not
plan to address as per your exception handling criteria.
Let’s consider the following scenario where you are required to create a Remediation
policy to ignore specific vulnerabilities automatically as per the criteria set up by your
security team:
"My organization recently implemented a policy to disable Adobe Flash Player in all web
browsers and applications company-wide. And so the security team has decided that all
existing Adobe Flash Player vulnerabilities need to be ignored as accepted risk without any
time limits for expiry, on all assets. Also, all such ignored vulnerabilities must be assigned
to the asset owner for review and tracking. How can we accomplish this?”
This tutorial will walk you walks you through the steps of creating a Remediation policy
to ignore vulnerabilities for the above scenario.
You can also ignore vulnerabilities manually using scan reports (HTML format) based on
host-based findings and from host information available through asset search results.

Create Search List
You must configure search lists (static and/or dynamic) to filter specific vulnerabilities
matching your exception handling criteria and use these search lists in the remediation
policy.
A Dynamic Search list is automatically updated by the Qualys service in conjunction with
updates to the Qualys KnowledgeBase. A Static Search list does not receive automatic
updates. Typically, static lists are used to collect vulnerabilities that do not have a
common criterion.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create Search List

https://ior.ad/7Bro
Create Remediation Policy
Remediation policy rules enable you to automate the process for ignoring (and hence
accepting risk) for select vulnerabilities. Automation minimizes the risk of missing service
level agreements and makes it easier to manage multiple items, because you are
eliminating manual intervention.
You can set up a rule for vulnerabilities that can't be remediated or the ones that need to
be deferred for a specific period, by identifying the impacted vulnerabilities through a
search list (static or dynamic). This way you can automate the process to ignore select
vulnerabilities.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Create remediation Policy

https://ior.ad/7Brx

Relaunch a Scan
An additional vulnerability scan is required, to see the results of the Remediation Policy you just
created.

Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Run a Scan Job

https://ior.ad/7BrF
Monitor Ignored Vulnerabilities
You can track ignored vulnerabilities by using the Ignored Vulnerabilities
report. You can also use dashboard widgets to track ignored vulnerabilities
and also enable trending to track these vulnerabilities over time.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Ignored Vulnerabilities Report

https://ior.ad/7BrJ
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LAB 13: Map a Widget to a Report Template (Time:
10 mins)
You may want to create dashboard widgets mapped to a report template for better data
visualization. This lab activity helps you understand how some of the report template
settings\fields map to VM query tokens and widget preferences.
Reviewing your report template filters and making certain that the corresponding widget
query tokens and settings are mapped 1 to 1, ensures that your report counts will match
your dashboard counts.
So let’s say you have an existing scan report template that creates a report based on the
criteria "Confirmed and Patchable and Severity 3 to 5 Vulnerabilities”. And you are tasked
with creating a dashboard widget that maps to this report template.
Let’s start by understanding the existing report template configuration.
In this instance, the template used for the report is configured as a Host Based Findings
template and does not include trending.

Under Display, you can see that the report is set to sort results by Vulnerability.
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Under Filter settings, a search list referenced as a vulnerability filter.

The search list referenced in the existing report template is configured to only include
patchable and confirmed severity 3, 4 and 5 types of vulnerabilities as illustrated below:
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Further down in the report template, you can see that the report will only include New,
Active and Re-opened vulnerabilities. Fixed vulnerabilities are excluded.
Also, only Confirmed, Active vulnerabilities are included. Any Disabled, Ignored
vulnerabilities and Information Gathering related QIDs are excluded as illustrated below.
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Now let’s look at the Widget configuration.
The query used in the widget will filter confirmed, patchable, severity 3,4 and 5
vulnerabilities. Also Disabled, Ignored, Fixed vulnerabilities and Information Gathering
QIDs will be excluded from the widget count.

Under Widget preferences, you can configure how results are displayed when you click
on the widget count. In this instance, you will see the results grouped by Vulnerability as
illustrated below.
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Navigate to the following URL to view the lab tutorial for this topic:
Lab: Map a Widget to a Report Template

https://ior.ad/7BsQ
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Certification Exam
Participants in this training course have the option to take the Certification Exam. This
exam is provided through our Learning Management System
(https://qualys.com/learning). To take the exam, candidates will need a “learner”
account.
If you would like to take the exam, but do not already have a “learner” account, click the
“Request a new account” link (above), from the “Qualys Training & Certification” login
page (https://qualys.com/learning).
Once you have created a “learner” account (and for those who already have an
account), click the following link to access the QSC 2021 course page:
https://gm1.geolearning.com/geonext/qualys/scheduledclassdetails4enroll.geo?&id=22511237831

Click the “Enroll” button (lower-right corner).
After successfully completing the course enrollment, click the “Launch” button, for the
Exam.

Each candidate is provided five attempts to pass the exam. You may use
the course presentation slides and lab tutorial supplement to help you answer the exam
questions.
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With a passing score of 75% (or greater), click the “Print Certificate” button to download
and print your course exam certificate.

Course Survey and Trial Account
Please lets us know what you think about the QSC 2021 training course.
Survey - https://forms.office.com/r/rsy0Aja6Xz

Would you like a trial account to practice and experiment with the lessons and topics
provided in this course?
Link to 30-day Trial - https://www.qualys.com/free-trial/
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